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Copy of Exx. Order setting up the Wc 

1. See above 

Police Chief Curry States that Dl PD never suspected LHO in Walker 

Shooting 

Dallas to Director 5/7/’64 re: Curry interviewd by SA Drain and 
he stated the above among other thinds that refuted a story in the 
National Enquirer. 

Preparing Hoover’s WC Testimony--a Big Deal is made of This 

2. Belmont To Tolson 5/21/'64 re: see above 

3. Belmont to Tolson 6/2/'’64 re: above theme. In here a revision 
is made about Oswald’s notebook and the FBI explanation why 
Hosty material was excluded from copy sent to WC as it would appear 
in the revised Hoover testimony. 

FBI Memo on Ad. Burkley who wrote up memo of NO. 22 

4. Rosen to Belmont 6/8/'64 re: Notes that Ad. B not called 
before the WC. Rankin would like to see this memo. Apparantly the 
memo was held by the SS. Clear that Rankin and WC had no interest 
in anythig Burkely might know. 

Re-enactment using Z film and others in Dallas 

5. Griffith to Conrad 6/10/’64 re: re-enactment took place on may 
24, 25th, 1964. This was the 2nd re-enactment that Rankin denied 
was in the plans. 

More on the missing Burkley memo 

6. Brennan to Sullivan 6/4/’64 re: see above 

WC requeasts FBI file on Oswald before Assassination 

7. Belmont to Tolson 6/8/'64 re: Belmont reports that during his 
testimony before the WC he was asked about FBI file on LHO before 
the assassination. McCloy opined that WC should look through the 
file. So at the time of Belmont’s testimony (find date) the WC had 
not troubled to look atthis file. The file was delivered to 
Rankin’s office on 6/3/'64. McCloy appa‘anbtly looked through the 
file. No indication that any other Commgsioner did the same. 

FBI review of Buchanan’s "Who Killed JFK?" 
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8. Hoover to Rankin 6/3/'64 re: multipage review of claims and 
rebuttals of B’s book by FBI. Hoover note: "I want it thoroughly 
reviewed." 

9. Branigan to Sullivan 5/28/'64 re: multipage memo on B’s 
background and review of his book "Who Killed JFK?" 

More on the general Walker assassination 
NX 

10. Director to SAC, Dallas, 5/25/’64 re: Per request from Rank 
the Director orders Dallas to do an investigation into the Walker 
shooting. See Rankin’s detailed letter w/ qmextee rte 

Oswald passport from NO to be investigated also 

11. Director to SAC, NO, 5/18/’64 re: FBI to find out how Oswald 
received passport in 24 hours (see Note on p. 2) FBIto investigate 
to see whether this was normal procedure for issuing passports. See 
Rankin’s request attached. 

Cite of FBI interest in Marina’s testimony that Lee was going to 
shoot Nixon 

- 

12. Hoover to Rankin 6/4/'64 re: There ch interlared in this 
section about Oswald’s threat to Marina that he would shoot Nixon. 
FBI investigation into this and ker shooting are linked at this 
time. But it developed that L ws in Dallas two weeks before the 
Walker shooting and FBI interested in whether Marina confused LBJ 
w/ Nixon. Point here: Marina was most damaging witness against 
her husband. (Need tocheck on Hal’s Marina Subject File.) 

On Redlich as security threat 

13. Callahan to Director 5/13/'64 re: Sen. Mundt goes gunnig 
after Redlich. There are other citations re: Redlich that are 
Red-baiting in nature in this section. I have only copied this 
because I have a Redlich file. 

More on Mark Lane and his actions 

14. Hoover to Rankin 6/5/'64 re: see above 

Note: This section contains material on SS Agent Bolden. It was not 
copied. 

Note# 2 62-109090-168 and 62-109090-169 are copies of Hoover’s 

testimony before the WC and the FBI’s revisions of his testimony if 
any later interest develops.


